Meeting of the Audit and Standards Committee
Monday 7th December, 2020 at 6.00pm
on Microsoft Teams
Click on this link to access the meeting
Agenda - Public Session
(Meeting open to the public and press)
1.

Apologies for absence.

2.

To report the appointment of any substitute members serving for this meeting of the Committee.

3.

To receive any declarations of interest under the Members’ Code of Conduct.

4.

To confirm and sign the minutes of the meeting held on 21st September, 2020 as a correct
record.

5.

Risk Management – Pages 1-20

6.

Annual Report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life 2019/2020 – Pages 21-41

7.

To consider any questions from Members to the Chair where two clear days notice has been
given to the Monitoring Officer (Council Procedure Rule 11.8).

8.

Under the provisions of Part I of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972, the Monitoring
Officer has decided that there will be no advance disclosure of the following reports because the
public interest in disclosing the information is outweighed by the public interest in maintaining the
exemption from disclosure. The submission of these reports complies with the Local Authorities
(Executive Arrangements) (Meetings and Access to Information) (England) Regulations 2012.

9.

Resolution to exclude the public and press.

Chair to move:

“That the public and press be excluded from the meeting for the following item of business on the
grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of exempt information relating to any individuals under
Part I of Schedule 12A to the Local Government Act 1972, as amended.”

Agenda - Private Session
(Meeting not open to the public and press)
10. Suspensions under the provisions of the Employee Improvement and Disciplinary Procedure or
relevant Schools Disciplinary Procedure – Pages 42-47
11. Annual Audit Report for the Chief Executive – Pages 48-155
12. Audit Services Interim Performance Report – Pages 156-174

Chief Executive
Dated: 27th November, 2020

Distribution:
Members of the Audit and Standards Committee:
Councillor A Taylor (Chair)
Councillor J Roberts (Vice-Chair)
Councillors A Aston, J Cowell, M Evans, S Keasey, S Mughal, G Partridge and
T Westwood
Please note the following important information concerning the meeting:
•

This meeting will be held virtually by using Microsoft Teams. The meeting will be held live
via the Internet link.

•

This is a formal Board meeting and it will assist the conduct of business if participants
speak only when invited by the Chair.

•

The Chair reserves the right to adjourn the meeting, as necessary, if there is any
disruption or technical issues.

•

All participants should mute their microphones and video feed when they are not
speaking.

•

Please remember to unmute your microphone and switch on your video feed when it is
your turn to speak. Speak clearly and slowly into your microphone.

•

Members of the public can view the proceedings by clicking on the link provided on the
agenda.

•

The Council reserves the right to record meetings. Recording/reporting is only permitted
during the public session of the meeting.

•

Information about the Council and our meetings can be viewed on the website
www.dudley.gov.uk

•

Any agendas containing reports with exempt information should be treated as private and
confidential. It is your responsibility to ensure that information containing private and
personal data is kept safe and secure at all times. Confidential papers should be securely
disposed of. If you choose to retain the documents you should ensure that the
information is securely stored and destroyed within six months.

•

Elected Members can submit apologies by contacting Democratic Services: Telephone
01384 815238 or E-mail Democratic.Services@dudley.gov.uk

Minutes of the Audit and Standards Committee
Monday, 21st September, 2020 at 6.00pm,
Microsoft Teams
Present:
Councillor A Taylor (Chair)
Councillor J Roberts (Vice Chair)
Councillors A Aston, J Cowell, S Keasey, S Mughal and T Westwood
Officers:
K O’Keefe (Chief Executive), I Newman (Director of Finance and Legal), R Cooper (Head of
Financial Services), G Harrison (Head of Audit Services), J McGregor (Principal Accountant),
A Taylor (Senior Principal Auditor), A Uppal (Finance Manager), S Griffiths (Democratic
Services Manager) and L Jury (Democratic Services Officer).
Also in Attendance:
W Guest, R Percival and T Tobin - (Grant Thornton - External Auditors) – For Agenda Item
No. 5 - External Audit Findings Report 2019/2020 only.

17.

Apology for Absence
An apology for absence was received on behalf of Councillor M Evans.

18.

Declarations of Interest
No Member made a declaration of interest in accordance with the Members’ Code of
Conduct.

19.

Minutes

Resolved
That, the minutes of the meetings held on 29th July 2020 and 12th August
2020, be approved as correct records and signed.

20.

External Audit Findings Report 2019/2020

ASC/16

A report of the Director of Finance and Legal was submitted presenting to the
Committee the Audit Findings Report 2019/2020 from the Authority’s external auditors
(Grant Thornton) together with the Letter of Representation, as set out in Appendix 2,
to be submitted by the Council to the external auditors.
R Percival and T Tobin (External Auditors) were in attendance at the meeting and
presented a summary of the audit findings to the Committee.
In presenting the report, R Percival commented that the audit had been substantially
completed and reference was made to page 8 of the report which outlined the three
areas that were outstanding. It was reported that the External Auditors would be
unable to issue their opinion until the further information and clarification requested, as
stated in the report, had been considered and whether this information would have any
further implications on the audit established.
Members attention was drawn to the impact that the Covid 19 pandemic had taken on
the audit with regards to concerns relating to valuation, general environment and the
production of the audit due to the difficult working condition. The External Auditors
wished to place on record their appreciation of the finance team and other staff who
had been involved, for their excellent assistance and the consistent good quality of
accounts again this year, especially in view of the current circumstances.
It was reported that due to the Covid pandemic, the External Auditor’s opinion would
include ‘an emphasis of matter’ due to the uncertainty over the valuation of land and
buildings to 31st March as a result of the pandemic. It was stated that this was not a
qualification to the opinion, but was merely drawing attention to issues that had been
reported in the accounts and did not reflect any weakness in the approach taken by
Dudley or any issues with the valuation and would be applied to all authorities.
Reference was then made to Value For Money (VFM), noting that the External Auditors
were proposing to issue a qualified VFM conclusion referred to as an ‘adverse
qualification’ which it was stated, was the most severe form of qualification and related
to Dudley’s current position, in particular, its financial sustainability.
The key points from the audit were then highlighted, and it was noted that materiality
levels were similar to previous years and the authority’s adoption of the going concern
assumptions in its accounts, and the External Auditors concluded that there were no
actions that required challenging.
In conclusion, reference was made to significant audits risks that had been identified,
as set out in the report and in particular, Members’ attention was drawn to the risk
associated to the valuation of land and buildings, which had been rigorously challenged
this year. It was reported that an error that had been identified with regards to houses
built for sale, which been rectified and had not had a significant impact on the
accounts. Reference was also made to two further risks being, an increased risk of
material estimation uncertainty in the net pension liability and the impact of the Covid
19 pandemic, as detailed on pages 10 and 11 of the report.

ASC/17

T Tobin then presented the overall VFM conclusion, noting that this year, the External
Auditor’s proposed to submit an ‘adverse’ qualified opinion, which had been supported
by a National Consistency Panel which the External Auditors had attended recently. It
was clarified that an ‘adverse’ qualification related to the most serious qualification that
could be given and was issued where there were either a number of highly significant
concerns or where one of the concerns was of such significance, the latter being the
position in Dudley.
Reference was made to two risks that related to financial sustainability and Children’s
Services which had been a consistent theme for some years. In relation to Children’s
Services, the External Auditor’s reviewed the concerns raised by Ofsted, in particular,
the Special Educational Needs (SEN) review undertaken in May 2019, and their
assessment review undertaken in December 2019. Also, in relation to SEN, it was
noted that the non-schools budget balance was in deficit and no clear plan had been
produced to address the deficit. Concern had also been raised with regards to no
substantive senior management team currently being in place in the Directorate,
however it was acknowledged that action was being taken to address this issue. It was
reported that despite these issues, the External Auditor’s did not consider there was
sufficient reason to suggest that the service had fallen into an ‘inadequate’ zone and
would not be proposing to qualify in that particular area.
In relation to financial sustainability, the significance of that particular area had led to
the ‘adverse’ VFM conclusion. An improvement in the financial sustainability had been
seen earlier in the year, however the Covid 19 pandemic had impacted on this as it had
in many other local authorities.
It was noted that the forecast to be submitted to Cabinet was considered satisfactory
for 2020/2021, partly due to the Covid funding that had been made available from
Central Government, however, this position could change dramatically for 2021/2022
and beyond. The opinion given by the Director of Finance and Legal in the report
being submitted to the next Cabinet meeting was reported, noting the significant risk
that the authority may not be in the position to set a sustainable budget as early as
2020/2021 and acknowledging the huge uncertainties the authority would face in
relation to the impact of the pandemic going forward. At present, the support that
Central Government may supply to local councils was unknown, however, this position
may become clearer after the comprehensive spending review. It was noted that the
External Auditors would monitor this area closely and consider after the spending
review whether any further action would be required.
In conclusion, the External Auditor’s had recommended that a plan be drawn up, which
it was noted was currently in the process of being produced, which would respond to
the huge level of uncertainty and enable the authority to act promptly should any
difficult decisions be necessary to move to a more sustainable financial footing.
Arising from the presentation of the report and appendix to the report submitted,
Members made comments and raised questions which were responded to as follows:
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•

In relation to the main areas that had been impacted by the pandemic, it was
noted that there had been a reduction in income relating to business rates,
Council Tax (as a result of increased numbers of householders becoming
eligible for Council Tax reductions) and the Local Authority’s trading income
from facilities such as leisure centres and schools, in particular school catering
provision during the lockdown period, which it is was anticipated would take
some time to recover. In relation to general costs, it was noted that there had
been significant increased costs in Adult Social Care, in providing personal
protective equipment, and costs in ICT to enable Council staff to work from
home. It was anticipated that there would be sufficient grant from Central
Government to cover these costs this current year, however with relation to
business rates and Council Tax, it was unclear at present whether Central
Government would make available further funding to cover this loss in income
and it was reasonable to assume that these impacts would continue for some
time. Reference was made to Dudley being a low tax, low spending authority
and it was reported that Directorates had been tasked to identify options for
savings which may result in a reduction in some services.

•

In relation to the recommendation to increase Council Tax by the maximum
amount permitted without triggering a referendum, it was anticipated that the
authority would face a referendum next year at the same level as had been
experienced this year. It was unknown whether the Ministry for Housing
Communities and Local Government would review relaxing referendum limits
particularly for authorities who already had very low levels of Council Tax and as
a result, a difficult local decision may have to be made. It was noted that the
authority would explore efficiency savings as had previously been the case but
an increase in Council Tax may also have to be explored, although the authority
acknowledged the financial impact the pandemic had already had on many
residents.

•

In comparison to other local authorities, it was noted that many Councils were in
a similar or possibly a worse position than Dudley and many were petitioning
Central Government for additional funding. However, a concern for Dudley in
comparison to other local authorities, related to Dudley’s historic low Council
Tax rate and the impact that this had had on its level of reserves that some other
councils had built up over time and would now benefit from.

•

The Chief Executive gave an up-to-date report on the situation with regards to
the appointment of new Senior Management positions within the authority,
particularly in relation to Children’s Services.

Resolved

21.

(1)

That the information contained in the report submitted on the Council’s
external auditor’s audit findings 2019/2020, and the Independent Auditor’s
Draft Opinion report, attached as Appendix 1, be received and noted.

(2)

That the Letter of Representation, as set out in Appendix 2 to the report
submitted, be noted and the Chair be authorised to sign and date the final
version of the Letter of Representation in due course.

Annual Governance Statement
ASC/19

A report of the Director of Finance and Legal was submitted on the Annual Governance
Statement (AGS) for 2019/2020.
In presenting the report, the Head of Audit Services commented that the Accounts and
Audit Council Regulations 2015, required the Council to produce an Annual
Governance Statement that would be signed by the Chief Executive and Leader of the
Council and would be published and included as part of the Statement of Accounts. It
was noted that the AGS was an assessment of the effectiveness of the Council’s
governance framework, as detailed in its local Code of Corporate Governance.
It was reported that the Head of Audit Services produced a draft AGS with the
assistance of other key managers, which was then submitted for consideration to the
Strategic Executive Board (SEB) on 28th May 2020 and subsequently updated in line
with their comments and published with the draft Statement of Accounts in early June
2020. The AGS had also been reviewed by the External Auditor’s as part of their work
and their comments had been considered and had been included in the version
attached at Appendix A to the report.
As the AGS covered the financial year 2019/2020 and the subsequent period up to the
sign off of the 2019/2020 Statement of Accounts, governance issues up to the date of
this meeting needed to be considered. Therefore, the AGS had been reviewed by SEB
on 19th August 2020 and further amended, particularly in relation to the governance
around the Covid 19 pandemic. Reference was made to paragraph 8.1 of the report,
which detailed the overall conclusion of the AGS, noting that with the exception of the
issues identified in sections 5 and 6 of the report, the Council’s governance
arrangements remained fit for purpose.
Arising from the presentation, Members made comments and asked questions which
were responded to at the meeting.
Resolved
(1)

22.

That the Annual Governance Statement 2019/2020, as set out in Appendix A
to the report, be approved and referred to the Leader of the Council and the
Chief Executive to be signed.

Statement of Accounts 2019/2020
A report of the Director of Finance and Legal was submitted presenting the Statement
of Accounts 2019/2020 to the Committee for consideration and to inform on the
outcome of the audit of the accounts. The Statement of Accounts and the audit of
them are the main formal and public report on the financial standing of the authority. A
copy of the audited Statement of Accounts 2019/2020 had been circulated separately
to Members.
The Director of Finance and Legal referred to an amendment to note 36 on page 104 of
the accounts that had been circulated to Members separately to the agenda, which had
inserted an additional bullet point after the 4th bullet point in the note. The additional
text detailed the valuers understanding of the fact that there had been uncertainty
about the valuation of land and buildings due to the Covid 19 pandemic.
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At this juncture, the Director of Finance and Legal wished to record his appreciation to
that of the External Auditor’s, in relation to the quality of the accounts that had been
produced by the finance team during a lockdown that had been imposed due to the
Covid 19 pandemic. It was noted that the accounts had been completed with minimal
issues raised by the Auditors and completed within two weeks of the original pre-covid
deadline.
Due to the length and complexity of the statement of accounts document, the Director
of Finance and Legal delivered a summary presentation of the accounts to the
Committee, outlining the authority’s funding basis and clarifying the presentation of the
accounts from two perspectives: - one based on statute and the other based on
accounting regulations. It was noted that both these views were reconciled together in
one statement known as the Movement in Reserves Statement (MiRS) detailed on
page 22 of the accounts submitted. A simplified version of the MiRS was then
presented to Members at the meeting.
The Director of Finance and Legal then presented the key messages in the MiRS to the
Committee, detailing the end of year 2019 balances in relation to the general fund,
Capital Grants unapplied, Housing Revenue Account, unusable reserves (reserves that
cannot be used to finance services) balance as of 31st March 2019, surplus/(deficit) on
services, accounting adjustments (a detailed explanation of the adjustments was set
out on in the report), noting the year-end balance on the General Fund of £46.6m, a
significant reduction of £35 million.
In conclusion, the Director of Finance and Legal then presented the implications for the
future outlining Dudley’s low level of reserves in March 2019, and 2020 in comparison
to the average authority nationally and the low tax Band for a Band D property in
Dudley in comparison to an average metropolitan Band D. It was acknowledged that
every local authority had been impacted by Covid 19, however as a consequence of a
lower Council Tax rate, Dudley had £14.4 million less spending power than other
metropolitan councils, a significant issue that was referred to by the External Auditor’s
in the audit of the accounts.
Arising from the presentation, Members made comments and asked questions which
were responded to at the meeting in relation to the Housing Revenue Account and the
discretionary housing payment, retention of Council assets in relation to Academies,
the impact on Council finances in relation to a change to payments to care workers,
and Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) and similar contracts.
Resolved

23

(1)

That the information contained in the report on the Statement of Accounts
2019/2020, be approved, and the Chair of the Audit and Standards
Committee sign and date the Statement of Accounts.

(2)

That the Chair, following consultation with the Director of Finance and
Legal, be authorised to approve a final Statement of Accounts after any
amendments required to reflect audit work on the valuation of property
assets and Birmingham Airport shares, as detailed in paragraph 19 of the
report submitted.

Treasury Management
ASC/21

The Committee received a report of the Director of Finance and Legal outlining
treasury activity during the financial year 2019/2020 and in the current financial year up
to mid-August.
In presenting the report, the Director of Finance and Legal made specific reference to
paragraph 6 of the report which highlighted that the primary factor in determining our
treasury management activity was our cash flow need; only borrowing money to deliver
our capital programme and to deal with its cash flow need. As a result, the authority
carried low levels of investments, noting that our investments for 2019/2020 averaged
around £22.71 million (with significant day to day variation as a result of cash flow), as
detailed in paragraph 7 of the report submitted.
Reference was then made to the table on page 79 of the report, which summarised the
authority’s performance on Treasury Management last year, noting Dudley’s net
average borrowing rate of 3.71% in comparison to the average client’s rate of 4.86%.
The Director of Finance and Legal stated that one of the main reasons attributed to this
was that Dudley did not borrow money in advance in comparison to other authorities
that significantly borrowed in advance of need hence they were now carrying significant
levels of investment proportionate to their overall financial position.
The Director of Finance and Legal commented on the prudential indicators for
2019/2020 as outlined in paragraph 15 and Appendix 2 to the report, noting that there
had been a slight breach during last year on the proportion of our debt maturing
between 24 months in 5 years as a consequence of the inclusion of West Midlands
County loans which were nearing their maturity dates.
Reference was made to Paragraphs 17 and 18 of the report which outlined treasury
activity in 2020/2021 to the middle of August, and it was noted that Dudley’s
investments had averaged around £63.9 million, considerably more average
investments than there had been for many years. It was reported that these loans had
been arranged in advance to finance the pension prepayment due in April 2020 and
before the authority were aware of the impact of the pandemic and the level of Covid
19 related grant payments that had since been received from Central Government,
which had made a significant difference to the authority’s finances.
Arising from the presentation, Members made comments and raised questions which
were responded to at the meeting in relation to the payment made to the pension fund
and the maturity of the Salford investment.
Resolved
(1)

That the information contained in the report submitted on the Treasury
Management Activity during the financial year 2019/2020 and up to midAugust 2020, be noted and referred to full Council for consideration.

The meeting ended at 7:17pm.
CHAIR

ASC/22

Agenda Item No. 5

Audit and Standards Committee – 7th December 2020
Report of the Director of Finance and Legal
Risk Management
Purpose
1.

To discuss current Corporate Risks with Audit and Standards Committee.

Recommendations
2.

It is recommended that Audit and Standards Committee:
•

Notes and comments on the Corporate Risks shown in Appendix A.

•

Identifies any additional risks that it considers should form part of the
Corporate Risk Register.

•

Identifies a risk for detailed scrutiny at the April 2021 meeting of this
Committee.

Background
Risk Management Responsibility and Framework
3.

Audit Services undertook a review of Corporate Risk Management as part of the
2019/20 Audit Plan. The final audit report provided “Limited” assurance on the
Council’s risk management framework. Following the issue of the report the
Head of Audit Services was requested to take a report on risk management to
Strategic Executive Board (SEB) on the 19th August 2020 and they made a
decision to transfer responsibility for risk management from Financial Services
to Audit Services. The justification for the decision was that there was
insufficient capacity within Financial Services to address the Actions in the
internal audit report and by transferring to Audit Services there would be
synergies in combining risk and assurance work. Also, it is recognised that most
Heads of Audit in Local Government are responsible for risk management.
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4.

Following the attendance at SEB the Head of Audit Services has been speaking
to ICT Services to establish what changes can be made to the risk management
system (Spectrum) to address the Actions in the internal audit report. I am
pleased to report that ICT Services have confirmed that most of the
requirements can be completed by the 31st March 2021. It is therefore planned
for the current Risk Management Strategy to be updated, discussed with SEB in
March 2021 and brought to Audit and Standards Committee in April 2021 for
approval. Following approval by Audit and Standards Committee, the new
system and processes will be rolled out across the Council, however
acknowledging that during the first quarter support will need to be provided to
directorates/Managers.
Changes to the Corporate Risk Register

5.

6.

Strategic Executive Board decided at its meeting of the 18th November 2020 to
recognise some other areas on its Corporate Risk Register. See below:
Risk
Cyber Security

Rationale
This is recognised by annual surveys to be a key
risk for all organisations. Although, there is a generic
risk in relation to information, this does not capture
the importance of this risk and the relevant
mitigating actions.

Climate Change

The Council has recently declared a Climate and
Environment Emergency and is establishing
processes. Many similar Councils have identified
this risk on their Corporate Risk Registers.

SEND

Ofsted and Care Quality Commission identified
some significant weaknesses in their inspection
report of July 2019 and there is also a material
budget issue to be addressed. This issue was also
highlighted in the Annual Governance Statement for
2019-20.

Covid-19

At the time of reporting to SEB, Dudley Borough had
one of the highest infection rates in the country.
There is already a Covid-19 operational risk register
in place and the existing Corporate Risks have been
reviewed and, in many cases re-rated to take
account of the Covid-19 pandemic. This will be kept
under review.

In addition to the areas listed under paragraph 5, SEB have suggested that the
risk in respect of Major ICT Projects should be broken down into a number of
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specific risks relating to individual projects so as to better reflect their different
stages of development. The Head of Audit Services will liaise with the
nominated Risk Owners and further detail will be included in the Corporate Risk
Register appended to the report to Audit and Standards Committee in April.
Scrutiny of Corporate Risks
7.

Audit and Standards Committee at its meeting of the 12th August 2021 selected
risk R.342 “Vulnerable Adults” to be reviewed at its meeting on the 7th
December 2020. The Director of Adult Social Care will present on the
evening.

8.

Audit and Standards Committee are invited to select another risk for scrutiny at
its April 2021 meeting. Appendix A lists out the date when individual corporate
risks were last scrutinised by Audit and Standards Committee and the table
under paragraph 5 lists risks that have been identified for future inclusion.

Finance
9.

There are no direct financial implications arising from this report.

Law
10.

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 require each relevant authority to
have a sound system of internal control which includes effective arrangements
for the management of risk.

Equality Impact
11.

This report does not raise any equality issues.

12.

An effective risk management framework will help protect the interests of
children and young people.

Human Resources/Organisational Development
13.

This report does not have any human resources or organisational development
implications.

Commercial/Procurement
14.

There are no commercial/procurement considerations relating to this report.
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Health, Wellbeing and Safety
15.

There is no direct impact on the health, wellbeing and safety of the Borough’s
citizens.

Iain Newman
Director of Finance and Legal
Contact Officer:
Graham Harrison
Telephone: 01384 815105
Email: graham.harrison@dudley.gov.uk
Background Documents
Corporate Risk Management Audit Report
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Appendix A
R = Risks
A = Actions

01/04/2020 to 30/06/2020

01/07/2020 to 30/09/2020

R.14 HR Policies

MODERATE (8)

Legal Challenge to HR policies e.g.
Holiday pay

Reviewed by SEB 21/04/2020 - no SEB agreed at its meeting of the
changes made.
18th November 2020 to retain this
rating

Owner: Jacqueline Branch

MODERATE (8)

Reviewed: 09/02/2017

A.863 Specialist legal advice and
support.
Owner: Iain Newman

Annual review of equal pay claims Annual review of equal pay and
and holiday pay claims scheduled holiday claims took place as
for 15th September 2020.
scheduled, 15th September 2020

R.15 The Council budget

MAJOR (20)

The Council may be unable to set
and/or manage its budget so as to
meet its statutory obligations within
the resources available.

The Covid 19 situation leads to
SEB agreed at its meeting of the
additional costs, including those of 18th November 2020 to retain this
sustaining Adult Social Care,
rating
providing additional protection to
staff and managing excess
mortality. It also impacts
adversely on income, including
potential long-term impacts on
Council Tax and Business Rates as
a result of economic decline.
These impacts are likely to exceed
the additional government grant so
far made available. SEB update
21/04/2020

Owner: Iain Newman

Reviewed: 26/7/2017

A.864 Financial intelligence
Owner: Rachel Cooper

MAJOR (20)

Attendance at WMCA working
groups and access to Sigoma

(Virtual) Attendance at SIGOMA
and WMCA workshops

A.866 Monitoring and forecasting of Monthly monitoring and reporting
council tax and business rates
is taking place. Covid is having a
Owner: Sean Beckett
negative effect on the ability to pay
and a limiting effect on our ability
to take recovery action.

Monthly monitoring and reporting is
taking place. Covid is having a
negative effect on the ability to pay
and a limiting effect on our ability to
take recovery action.

A.869 Reports to Cabinet, Scrutiny, Revenue Budget Strategy went to
Audit & Standards and Council on Cabinet 12 February 2020 and
budgets
Council 2nd March 2020 Revenue
Owner: Iain Newman
Outturn and MTFS went to Cabinet
6th July 2020 Statement of
Accounts scheduled and VFM
Assessment scheduled for

Statement of Accounts/VFM
presented to Audit and Standards
Committee 21st September 2020.
Budget/Revenue report going to
Cabinet 29th October 2020. Cabinet
Summit scheduled for November
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September 2020 Audit & Standards 2020. MTFS scheduled for
Committee
December 2020 Cabinet.
A.3181 Monitor financial stability of The Better Care Fund objectives
Better Care Fund
continued to be met throughout the
Owner: Matt Bowsher
peak of the first Covid ’19 wave.
This freed up essential critical care
beds in order for Covid ’19
positive patients to be treated. The
funding was spent in line with
spending forecasts and on budget.

The Better Care Fund objectives
continued to be met following the
first Covid ’19 wave. The funding
was spent in line with spending
forecasts and on budget and work
has commenced to secure the
requisite level of investment for
21/22

R.18 Information
Governance

SIGNIFICANT (12)

SIGNIFICANT (12)

There may be a need to utilise
SEB agreed at its meeting of the
information held such as Electoral 18th November 2020 to retain this
The Council may fail to; assess the
Register for assistance with things rating
importance of information to the
like Safeguarding e.g. food Parcels.
business and may be unaware of the
Working from home may also
potential impact on the organisation
increase information governance
should the confidentiality, integrity
risks. SEB update 21/04/2020
or availability of information be
compromised.
Owner: Iain Newman

Reviewed: 9/12/2014

A.907 Maintain standards of
Information Governance and
Transparency through the
Information Governance Board

New Policies for CCTV and
guidance for Information Asset
Owners recently approved by IG
Board.

A.908 Corporate Information
Governance Team

Recruitment and selection process IG Team continues to maintain a full
fully completed - full complement complement of staff successfully
of staff now in place for Corporate working from home.
Information Governance Team

A.909 On line Data Protection

Current analysis of course
completion suggests an average of
61% of staff have completed all
Cyber Security and Information
Governance eLearning modules.
Report to SEB pending that will
recommend reinforcement of the
requirement.

Report presented to SEB and all
Information Asset Owners/Managers
advised to ensure staff undertake
mandatory courses.

A.910 Escalation of Information
Governance issues

Control reviewed and still valid issues escalated as appropriate.

Where appropriate IG issues
escalated to SIRO. 2 cases of civil
claims for data breach compensation

Owner: Lewis Bourne

Owner: Iain Newman

Owner: Lewis Bourne

Owner: Iain Newman
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All Corporate IG and ICT policies
updated and re-published via
Learning/Policy Platform in line
with latest guidance and legislation.

now also requiring involvement
from Legal Services.
A.911 Action plan for compliance

Mechanisms for delivering service Virtual Data Protection Audits via
virtually being developed and full MS Teams and MS Forms being
complement of staff now in place. trialled with Schools as part of our
Traded Service offering.

R.20 Welfare Reform

MAJOR (20)

MAJOR (20)

There is a risk that various changes
to welfare and benefits systems
could place people at risk and
increase pressures on statutory
services.

Longer term impact to peoples’
lives . SEB update 21/04/2020

SEB agreed at its meeting of the
18th November 2020 to retain this
rating.

Owner: Lewis Bourne

Owner: Iain Newman

Reviewed: 28/6/2016

A.752 Corporate Welfare Reform
Board in place to take a strategic
approach
Owner: Sean Beckett

A corporate welfare reform board A corporate welfare reform board
took place 05.06.2020 the next one took place 22.09.2020 the next one
is scheduled for 03.08.2020
is scheduled for 08.10.2020

A.753 Increased provision for bad
2020/21 bad debt provision was set
debt (Housing Services) - Corporate prior to Covid 19 crisis so we are
risk action
now forecasting an increased
Owner: Catherine Ludwig
requirement for bad debt provision.
We hope that we will be proved
pessimistic. We have reviewed
budgetary provision and because
we were able to carry forward a
higher balance forward from
2019/20 we can accommodate the
increase in projected bad debt
provision within the current
budgetary envelope. We do not set
revised budgets but this will be
reflected within the forecasts
regularly presented to Cabinet.

2020/21 bad debt provision was set
prior to Covid 19 crisis so we are
now forecasting an increased
requirement for bad debt provision.
We hope that we will be proved
pessimistic. We have reviewed
budgetary provision and because we
were able to carry forward a higher
balance forward from 2019/20 we
can accommodate the increase in
projected bad debt provision within
the current budgetary envelope. We
do not set revised budgets but this
will be reflected within the forecasts
regularly presented to Cabinet.

A.754 Joint working with third
sector and other partners to identify
& support people affected by
Welfare Reforms - Corporate risk
action

Covid 19 continues to affect the
operations of our partners
particularly in the third sector.
However, we have maintained links
as far as possible and have offered
help and support to tenants. The
Corporate Welfare Reform Group
has continued to meet virtually and
maintain service links.

Owner: Catherine Ludwig

Covid 19 has affected the
operations of our partners
particularly in the third sector.
However, we have maintained
links as far as possible and have
offered help and support to tenants.
The Corporate Welfare Reform
Group has continued to meet
virtually and maintain service
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links, and work on the Anti
Poverty Strategy is now
recommencing.

A.755 Review housing stock to
balance supply and demand Corporate risk action

Ongoing - progress continues albeit Ongoing
slowed by Covid 19

A.2839 Council Tax Reduction
Scheme Review

No action on this during this
financial year.

Owner: Catherine Ludwig

Owner: Sean Beckett

A.3199 Strengthening Families
Programme enables and assists
families in meeting progress to work
criteria

No action on this during this
financial year.
Dudley MBC continues to work
closely with colleagues from DWP
who form part of the governance
structure both in the Strengthening
Families sub-group and higher level
Early Help Steering Group. Detailed
information has been available
around the impact of welfare reform
on the programme throughout this
period. Most recently and
significantly, the DWP resource has
been impacted upon as the support
staff were removed from the
programme to support the surge in
Universal Credit applications as
COVID-19 commenced. The
resource returned in August 2020.
However, the programme is
predicated through its Payment By
Results programme on ‘progress to
work’ and ‘significant and sustained
progress’. These remain a challenge
and like many other local authorities
in the region and nationally, Dudley
has not been able to maintain our
targets to fully claim the Payment
By Results element of the grant fully
at this stage due to family’s needs
being impacted upon through the
pandemic. Given the pandemic,
nationally, representation has been
made to relax the Payment By
Results element from the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local

Owner: Helen Ellis
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Government. There has been no shift
in this position. The funding for
2021/22 is also yet to be determined
with a decision likely from the
Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government in December
2020 for a further one year
allocation. Early messages are that
there may be a shift in part or fully
to population based payment by
results, rather than or in addition to
individual and family progress.
A.3357 Implementation of
additional Council Tax reductions
under the Hardship Fund

Circa £2.5M has been awarded to
date.

Circa £2.5M has been awarded to
date.

R.21 Corporate Fraud

SIGNIFICANT (12)

SIGNIFICANT (12)

The Council acknowledges that
there is a risk of fraud across all
areas of its operations and is
working both internally and with
external partners to prevent and
reduce this risk.

In light of Business rate grants,
SEB agreed at its meeting of the
procurement (demand for PPE) and 18th November 2020 to retain this
reliefs (being passed down to
rating.
employees / contractors). SEB
update 21/04/2020

Owner: Sean Beckett

Owner: Iain Newman

Reviewed: 15/4/2015

A.1572 Anti-Fraud and Corruption
Plan
Owner: Graham Harrison

Work on the Fraud Plan has been
postponed due to Covid-19. Work
will recommence in July 2020.

Fraud work has been impacted
during this period by further work
being undertaken on business grants.
However, since September good
progress is starting to be made
against the Fraud Action Plan.

R.137 Health & Safety

MAJOR (20)

MAJOR (20)

Failure to have in place effective
arrangements for managing health
and safety leading to risks to
Council staff, service users and
visitors to Council premises

Many staff redeployed across the
Authority and therefore carrying
out tasks that they are not familiar
with. Risks associated with PPE
and evolving govt guidance. SEB
update 21/04/2020

SEB agreed at its meeting of the
18th November 2020 to retain this
rating.

Owner: Iain Newman

Reviewed: 5/2/2018
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A.1593 Effective information,
instruction and training

Health & safety management
training programme in place.
Steady demand for Managing
Safely course – now delivered in
two formats to maximise uptake of
managers. Current co-vid 19
situation has caused postponement
of some scheduled courses in Q4.
These will be re-scheduled once
current restrictions are lifted.

Health & safety management
training programme in place.
Demand for Managing Safely course
– now delivered in two formats to
maximise uptake of managers – has
been affected by the Covid-19
pandemic. This has caused
postponement of scheduled courses.
These will be re-scheduled once
current restrictions are lifted.

A.1594 Effective Planning &
Implementation

Directorate level action plans are
on agendas of appropriate
management team meetings.
Development & progress is
reported at quarterly management
group meetings. Quarterly H&S
Reports being compiled and sent to
Management group attendees
despite absence of physical
meetings.

Directorate level action plans are on
agendas of appropriate management
team meetings. Development &
progress is reported at quarterly
management group meetings.
Quarterly H&S Reports being
compiled and sent to Management
group attendees despite absence of
physical meetings. Health & Safety
input at a corporate level into the
Recovery Task & Finish Group and
the Covid-19 Incident Co-ordination
Group has continued during the
pandemic.

A.1595 Effective Health & Safety
organisation

Governance structure for health &
safety adjusted to reflect senior
management restructure. This has
been included in revised corporate
health & safety policy (March
2020).

Governance structure for health &
safety adjusted to reflect senior
management restructure. This has
been included in revised corporate
health & safety policy (March
2020). Membership of Corporate
H&S Group is being revised to
ensure it is representative of the
current management structure.

A.1596 Effective monitoring &
auditing

Quarterly monitoring of health &
safety performance is included in
quarterly health & safety reports
produced for management teams
by CHST. Link to EWS to record
violent incidents is now featured
on system. EWS User Group
established to review
improvements to both system and
officer usage. Health & Safety
Compliance Review programme is
in place. Current Covid-19
situation has led to temporary

Quarterly monitoring of health &
safety performance is included in
quarterly health & safety reports
produced for management teams by
CHST. Link to EWS to record
violent incidents is now featured on
system. EWS User Group
established to review improvements
to both system and officer usage.
Health & Safety Compliance
Review programme is in place,
however current Covid-19 situation
has led to temporary suspension of

Owner: Simon Reece

Owner: Simon Reece

Owner: Simon Reece

Owner: Simon Reece
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suspension of new reviews,
although existing report are being
written & issued. Reports & action
plans are delivered to Divisional
management teams (or school
management teams) for action.

new reviews although existing
reports are being written & issued.
Reports & action plans are delivered
to Divisional management teams (or
school management teams) for
action. CHST have focused on
carrying out programme of
assurance audits of covid-19
arrangements to ensure workplaces
are ‘Covid Secure’.

A.3355 Personal Protective
Equipment PPE

We have a system within the
Corporate H&S Team (CHST)
whereby requests for stocking PPE
(related to Covid-19 use) by
Corporate Procurement and
Procurement Managers are
checked against relevant standards
and certification requirements.
Procurement are then advised as to
whether to proceed with the
purchase, request further
details/clarification from the
prospective supplier, or not to
proceed with the intended purchase
because it does not meet relevant
standards or certification
requirements for its intended use.
Requests from sections for the
supply of PPE from stocks are now
also screened by CHST to ensure
that they are appropriate for the
intended use.

We have a system within the
Corporate H&S Team (CHST)
whereby requests for stocking PPE
(related to Covid-19 use) by
Corporate Procurement and
Procurement Managers are checked
against relevant standards and
certification requirements.
Procurement are then advised as to
whether to proceed with the
purchase, request further
details/clarification from the
prospective supplier, or not to
proceed with the intended purchase
because it does not meet relevant
standards or certification
requirements for its intended use.

R.234 Emergency
Planning

MAJOR (20)

MAJOR (20)

Owner: Simon Reece

Owner: Bal Kaur

Failure to implement emergency
planning and business continuity
arrangements will increase the
inability of the local authority to
respond and recover from incidents.

Reviewed by SEB 21/04/2020.
SEB agreed at its meeting of the
All Corporate Risks reviewed in
18th November 2020 to retain this
context of COVID 19 and updated rating.
accordingly. Emergency
Planning/Business Continuity
Plans is/are in operation.

Reviewed: 21/12/2017
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A.2033 Develop corporate protocol
and support the implementation of
emergency evacuation procedures
across all Council operated premises
Owner: Simon Reece

Standard emergency evacuation
procedures in place across Council
premises. Procedures for dealing
with bomb & terrorist threats have
been developed with colleagues
from CLS, ICT & DCM. Work on
roll out of training on new
procedures has been affected by
Covid-19 Further progress on this
will resume when Covid-19
restrictions allow.

Standard emergency evacuation
procedures in place across Council
premises. Procedures for dealing
with bomb & terrorist threats have
been developed with colleagues
from CLS, ICT & DCM. Work on
roll out of training on new
procedures has been affected by
Covid-19 Further progress on this
will resume when Covid-19
restrictions allow.

A.2034 Ensure elected members are
equipped to carry out responsibilities
for managing and recovering from
civil emergencies

Although there has been
considerable pressure due to Covid
pandemic we have managed to make
some progress in this area. To
ensure whatever we do is in
consultation with elected members,
we took proposals to Health Scrutiny
Committee in September and gained
approval for a road map to
improving support and advice to
elected members including on line
resources and training.

A.2036 Support the organisation's
resilience in meeting its business
continuity management obligations

Business Continuity Plans are now
due for review however, to ensure
all the learning from Covid is
captured and taken forward some
plans may benefit from a delay.
However, the new quality assurance
process approved by SEB has been
cascaded via Heads of Service so the
process of improved oversight and
quality of Business Continuity Plans
can be rolled out. The role of the
Covid-19 Incident Management
Group chaired by the DPH is
currently acting as the group
providing oversight to this process.

A.3256 Co-ordinate and manage the
Council's response to COVID-19 to
ensure that it meets its statutory
responsibilities

The local authority's response to
Covid-19 is via the Covid-19
Incident Management Group and the
multi-agency Dudley IMT/Health
Protection Board. The overarching
response as an organisation is via the
8 point plan which is updated and
reported to SEB and the Covid

Owner: Barry Jones/Sarah Hill

Owner: Barry Jones/Sarah Hill

Owner: Barry Jones/Sarah Hill
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Engagement Board via these groups.
In addition, oversight of the Dudley
response is via Dudley Council
Health Scrutiny Committee.

R.242 Management
Capacity
Owner: Kevin O'Keefe

Capacity, there is a risk that the
Council's capacity to support
delivery of its priorities or take
advantage of emerging opportunities
may become insufficient. This
presents a risk that services
supporting vulnerable people fail to
meet statutory requirements, a loss
of potential regeneration investment
into the borough, increases in
workforce stress, customer
dissatisfaction and diminishing
political support.

SIGNIFICANT (12)

SIGNIFICANT (12)

Arrangements put in place to
support team resilience. SEB
update 21/04/2020

SEB agreed at its meeting of the
18th November 2020 to retain this
rating.

Reviewed: N/A

A.2084 – The Council has medium
term (3 year) Chief Officer Business
Plans, which include workforce
plans, designed to show how
capacity is aligned appropriately to
the delivery of statutory and priority
services.

Workforce plans are currently in
place which align with Chief Officer
plans and focused on key priorities
that have workforce
implications. Additional work was
undertaken this year to review all
directorate workforce plans so that
common priority areas could be
identified, and HR/OD resources
allocated to address these. One of
the priorities identified being hard to
fill “professional” posts in a range of
services across the organisation,
resulting in work to strengthen
succession planning, attract new
talent at entry and graduate levels as
well as attracting experienced
professionals. Alongside, ongoing
work to “grow our own” via
investment in development through
the Council’s apprenticeship Levy.

Owner: Jacqueline Branch
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A.2861 Where capacity appears to
be insufficient to meet increased,
new or emerging demand, the use of
interim capacity will be considered,
based upon an assessment of the
implications of failing to
address/cater for increased demand
on management capacity.

Continue to use interim capacity
when absolutory necessary. Often in
parallel with recruitment processes
where demand remains critical.

Owner: Matt Williams

R.243 Major ICT Projects
Owner: Rose Younger

SIGNIFICANT (12)

ICT projects able to progress
There is a risk that the
transformation of the Council rests effectively via remote working.
SEB update 21/04/2020
on a number of significant ICT
Projects. These projects carry a risk
of failing to delivery their aims, cost
overrun, being ineffective and/or
disruption to the current business.
e.g. Social Care Replacement,
Digital Platform and PIMS.

SIGNIFICANT (12)

SEB agreed at its meeting of the
18th November 2020 to retain this
rating.

Reviewed: 25/7/2018

A.2087 Each ICT programme is
supported by a business case, project
plan, risk and issues register, and
performance is managed against
these. Risks are continually
monitored and corrective action
taken if any develop into issues

Documents and governance
structures in place and operating.
Documents prepared to evidence
ICT readiness to support Liquid
Logic and ContrOCC applications.
LAS (Adults) phase of project went
live on schedule 7th September.
LCS (Childrens) phase on target for
go-live 16th November.

A.3192 Successor project - Full
governance review has been
undertaken, the correct level of
programme controls are now in
place and managed by the PMO

Successor project - Both Adults and
Children’s Services have now gone
live

Owner: Andrew Tromans

Owner: Andrew Tromans
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R.286 Payroll

Owner: Rose Younger

MAJOR (20)

SIGNIFICANT (12)

Failure to address the actions in the Reviewed by SEB 21/04/2020. No A recent Internal Audit Report found
changes made. Working from
some significant improvement in
internal audit report may result in
how the service was being delivered.
staff not being paid or not being paid home procedures in place.
SEB agreed at its meeting of the
correctly
18th November 2020 to down grade
the rating to Significant.
Reviewed: 9/12/2019
A.2554 If necessary, the previous
Current Process still stands
payroll months would be applied,
with priority efforts concentrated on
new starters and over payments.
Where required supplementary
CHAPS payments will be made

Current process still stands

A.3169 Payroll, ICT and Finance
working closely to identify root
causes of problems

Continuing

Owner: Jayne Catley

Continuing

Owner: Jayne Catley

R.287 Payment Card
MAJOR (16)
SIGNIFICANT (12)
Industry (PCI) Compliance Reviewed by SEB 21/04/2020. No SEB at its meeting of the 18th
Owner: Iain Newman

If the Council is unable to stay
Payment Card Industry Compliant (
P.C.I ) , several risks may arise/be
incurred: financial penalties,
reputational damage and the
Council's approach to income
collection impeded.

changes made to rating. Increased November 2020 agreed to lower the
options for residents to pay online rating as the Council is now certified
compliant in four of the six areas.

Reviewed: 21/9/2020

A.2561 Specialist security
Submission made for four payment
consultants commissioned to
channels. Work continuing on
conduct a review and provide report other channels, notably Semafone
Owner: Andrew Tromans
for mediated telephone payments
and point-to-point encryption
(P2PE) for chip-and-pin devices.
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PCI certificate received 24th August
2020 for four key payment channels:
E-commerce (web forms)
Automated Telephone Payments
Customer-present using PDQ
devices Customer-not-present using
PDQ devices Work continues on
Seamfone mediated telephone
payments and point-to-point chipand-pin encryption.

A.2562 Icon Programme Board to
review all payment methods and
revisit preferred methods of taking
payments

IMG virtual meeting 15th June.
The Council is now compliant in 4
ongoing dialogue between finance, out of 6 areas. Work is ongoing via
ICT and service users
Income management group to
review payment options

R.306 UK failing to agree
trade deals with EU, USA
and Worldwide

SIGNIFICANT (12)

Owner: Rachel Cooper

Owner: Kevin O Keefe

Following the UK's exit from the
European Union, risks remain in
respect securing satisfactory
international trading arrangements
and agreements with the constituent
states of the EU, the USA and other
countries Worldwide.

SIGNIFICANT (12)

Reviewed by SEB 21/04/2020. No A further review is to be undertaken
changes made.
on the 2nd December 2020. SEB at
its meeting of the 18th November
2020 agreed to retain this rating for
the time being.

Reviewed: 15/4/2019

A.3255 Ongoing monitoring of the Monitoring continues to be
Monitoring continues to be
situation and appropriate advice and undertaken and advice provided to undertaken and advice provided to
guidance provided to businesses.
businesses.
businesses.
Owner: Kevin O Keefe

R.342 Vulnerable Adults

MAJOR (20)

Risk of failure to protect adults in
positions of vulnerability due to
increasing demand, changing
patterns of abuse (e.g. exploitation)
and reducing resources

Increased risk to financial
SEB at its meeting of the 18th
sustainability of the sector. The
November 2020 agreed to retain this
“lock down” leads to high stress
rating.
environments that exposes
vulnerable adults to risk of harm or
exploitation; the nature of the
isolation keeps the risks and
triggers for the need for
intervention hidden. The volume
and demand on adult social care to
provide care and support reduces
the ability to meet the needs of
individuals with the risk of harm
and deprivation to individuals
reliant on social care providing a
service. There is an increased risk
of frauds perpetrated on the public,
in particular vulnerable people.
SEB update 21/04/2020

Owner: Matt Bowsher

Reviewed: 7/12/2020

MAJOR (20)
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A.2555 Current referral pathway for
MASH is multi agency and Care Act
Compliant

The current pathway for
safeguarding concerns is robust and
Care Act compliant. The business
processes for safeguarding have
been reviewed and agreed due to the
introduction of LAS. This system
has improved our ability to extract
data relating theme trends and
timeframes.

A.2557 Strategic safeguarding
training and social media strategy
established.

There are currently two strategic
training plans in place. One is the
training plan developed and
delivered through a blended medium
of online and face to face training.
The other is the training plan which
has been developed by the
safeguarding business unit. This
training is directed at partners and
stakeholders. The multiagency
training has been mapped against the
differing levels of expertise required
by post and seniority. Additionally,
there is an electronic booking system
which act as an information
platform

A.3258 Conversations with
stakeholders are taking place and
training opportunities have been
identified

Ongoing and will change due to the
dynamic nature of this work

A.3259 The Dudley peoples
safeguarding partnership have
identified their 4 key priorities these
include, protecting vulnerable adults
from financial abuse, protecting
vulnerable adults from violence and
the identified LPS

The partnership has decided to
postpone the LPS priority due to the
date of implementation changing as
a result of the global pandemic. The
partnership has decided to
concentrate on protecting people
from violence across the life course.
A decision to adopt a preventative
strategy has been agreed and work
streams will reflect this going
forward and will be reported to the
partnership accordingly.
Furthermore it has been recognised
the voice of the workforce is
essential to the proactive delivery of

Owner: Stephen Lonsdale

Owner: Stephen Lonsdale

Owner: Stephen Lonsdale

Owner: Stephen Lonsdale
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safeguarding from both Childrens
and Adults.
A.3260 Work with Trading
Standards continues to protect
vulnerable adults and is receiving
national interest

Ongoing and has achieved
considerable success, both
safeguarding individuals and the
organisation from financial abuse.
Scams work continues to be adopted
by financial institutions after a legal
challenge was brought against and
won from a high street bank

Owner: Stephen Lonsdale

R.341 Vulnerable Children

MAJOR (16)

Risk of failure to protect children in
positions of vulnerability, due to
increasing demand, changing
patterns of abuse (e.g. exploitation)
and reducing resources.

Risk rating increased. Families are SEB at its meeting of the 18th
hidden from services during
November 2020 agreed to retain this
lockdown. Concerns that partners rating.
have redeployed staff to other
services away from safeguarding.
SEB update 21/04/2020

Owner: Helen Ellis

MAJOR (16)

Reviewed: N/A

A.2567 Performance is scrutinised
through the Children's Service
Improvement Board, the Department
for Education (DfE) and Ofsted on a
regular basis

Recent Ofsted Focussed Assurance
Visit has identified a number of
areas that require improvement.
These were already clearly captured
in a revised improvement plan. A
new Dept for Education adviser has
been agreed and will begin work to
support the Directorate and
monitoring will continue through
Improving Services for Children and
Families Board.

Owner: Cath Knowles

R.343 Regeneration
Funding
Owner: Helen Martin

There is a risk post COVID 19 that
existing government funded
initiatives may not be continue or
may continue but with reduced
allocations. Work on programmes
that are mid bid continue at risk.

MAJOR (16)

MAJOR (16)

Risk added April 2020 in light of
COVID 19 conditions. SEB
update 21/04/2020

The Director of Regeneration and
Enterprise agreed to retain this
rating.

Reviewed: N/A
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A.3356 Alternative and numerous
funding streams and sources

Continued dialogue with WMCA
and LEP on funding streams and
submitting EOI as and when
appropriate. Pipeline of projects
maintained and consideration given
to multiple streams/EOI to ensure
options available if one stream fails.

Owner: Helen Martin

R.354 Risk of failure to
meet the Regulator of
Social Housing
“Consumer Standard”

SIGNIFICANT (12)

A.3407 Compliance Health check
has informed an action to address
structural, process and operational
issues

A Compliance Health check was
progressed with Pennington
Choices in Q4 to address known
service deficiencies. This was
commissioned in Q1(during
COVID-19) No detriment to
residents found. Action Plan to be
put in place Q2 (now done 4/8/20)
Some minor non-compliance with
gas and electric (increasing due to
no - access / COVID-19) Asbestos
policy / procedures to be reviewed
from scratch There are outstanding
actions relating to FRAs but these
are termed low risk and are being
assessed being placed on individual
programmes or being removed
from the assessment as we learn
more from discussions with
independent external Fire engineer
All FRAs are in line with

SIGNIFICANT (12)

We actively monitor progress
SEB at its meeting of the 18th
through our operational
November 2020 agreed to retain this
performance framework and
rating.
Owner: Paul Davies
underpin this risk with actions and
Risk of failure to meet the Regulator performance measures, in
of Social Housing “Consumer
particular R.225 - ensuring
Standard”
residents are safe in their homes.
This includes compliance health
checks and ensuring compliance
Reviewed: N/A
with various housing policies and
procedures. On the basis of
supporting evidence, the risk score
is set at significant and further,
more detailed information can be
referred to within Spectrum for
results against supporting actions
and performance measures.

Owner: Paul Davies
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The Interim Director has overseen a
Compliance Health check by
Pennington’s Choices in June 2020.
This shows there is no serious
detriment for DMBC tenants as set
out against the Home part of the
Consumer Standard, but there are a
variety of structural, process and
operational issues required to
improve performance and address
the post Covid backlogs in servicing
and testing. These will be actioned
and completed within the remainder
of 2020/21.

programme The review of high
rise accommodation is progressing
- no major structural issues but
asbestos and FRA works identified
but reducing on again learning
from Fire engineer. Safety
measures monitored through KPIs

R.365 Failure to adhere to N/A
the Equality Act 2010 and
Public Sector Equality
Duty.

MAJOR (16)

SEB at its meeting of the 18th
November 2020 determined that this
new risk should be rated Major.

Owner: Kevin O'Keefe

The Council is required to comply
with the Equality Act 2010 and
Public Sector Equality Duty. Besides
potential legal consequences of not
complying with the Act, there are
also reputational consequences and
these could impact on recruitment
and retention.
Reviewed: N/A

A.3437 Establish a Strategic
Equality and Inclusion Leadership
Group.

N/A

NEW ACTION

A.3438 Develop a new 3-year
Equality and Inclusion Strategy and
Action Plan (which is outcome
focused)

N/A

NEW ACTION

A.3439 Performance manage the 17 N/A
recommendations from the
independent review

NEW ACTION

A.3440 The Chief Executive and
delegated Cabinet Member have
responsibility and champion
Equality and Inclusion

N/A

NEW ACTION

A.3441 Identify resources to support N/A
the Council to meet its legal equality
duties.

NEW ACTION

Owner: Kevin O'Keefe

Owner: Kevin O'Keefe

Owner: Kevin O'Keefe

Owner: Kevin O'Keefe

Owner: Kevin O'Keefe
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Agenda Item No. 6

Audit and Standards Committee – 7th December, 2020
Report of the Monitoring Officer
Annual Report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life
2019/20
Purpose
1.

To receive the annual report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life.

Recommendation
2.

That the Committee note and comment on the annual report.

Background
3.

The annual report is attached. The remit of the Committee is wide-ranging but
broadly it covers standards of conduct of all holders of public office whether
elected or appointed.

4.

The report refers to the seven principles of public life. The principles include
selflessness, integrity, objectivity, accountability, openness, honesty and
leadership. These principles are fully reflected in the Members’ Code of Conduct
as set out in the Constitution.

5.

The report includes an overview of the work undertaken in 2019/20 and ongoing
activity. The issues identified in the report are of general interest to the public
sector and Members are invited to note the contents of the document.

6.

The report refers to the Local Government Association consultation on the Model
Member Code of Conduct which commenced in June, 2020. A report on the
Model Code was considered by this Committee on 29th July, 2020. The Monitoring
Officer submitted a response to the consultation taking account of the comments
made by Members.

7.

The Government response is awaited and there have been no changes in primary
or secondary legislation at this time. A report will be submitted to this Committee
on any future developments. The Committee on Standards in Public Life has
indicated that it will undertake a review of the take-up of their previous best
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practice recommendations, however, this has been deferred in recognition of the
significant pressures on local government at the present time.
Finance
8.

There are no direct financial implications for the Council arising from this report.

Law
9.

Section 111 of the Local Government Act 1972 enables the Council to do anything
that is calculated to facilitate or is conducive or incidental to the discharge of any of
its statutory functions.

Equality Impact
10. The Council is committed to equality and diversity and this is reflected in the
Councillors and Employees Codes of Conduct.
Human Resources/Organisational Development
11. This report has no direct implications. The Council’s standards arrangements are
administered by the Monitoring Officer within the resources available to him.
Commercial/Procurement
12. This report has no impact on the Council’s ability to trade or on our customer base.
Health, Wellbeing and Safety
13. This report has no direct implications for the Council’s commitment to building
stronger, safer and more resilient communities in line with the Dudley Vision and
protecting our residents’ physical, and emotional health for the future.

……………………………………………
Mohammed Farooq
Monitoring Officer
Contact Officer:

Steve Griffiths
Telephone: 01384 (81)5235
Email: steve.griffiths@dudley.gov.uk

List of Background Documents
Appendix – Annual Report of the Committee on Standards in Public Life 2019/20
Report and Minutes of the Audit and Standards Committee – 29th July 2020
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Appendix One

Committee on
Standards
in Public Life

Annual Report
July 2019 – June 2020
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THE SEVEN PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC LIFE
The Seven Principles of Public Life apply to anyone who works as a public office holder. This includes all those who
are elected or appointed to public office, nationally or locally, and all people appointed to work in the civil service,
local government, the police, courts and probation services, Non-Departmental Public Bodies, and in the health,
education, social and care services. The Principles also apply to all those in the private sector delivering public
services.

These principles apply to all aspects of publi life. The Committee has set them out
here for the benefit of all who serve the public in any way.

SELFLESSNESS

Holders of public office should act solely in terms of the public interest.

INTEGRITY
Holders of public office must avoid placing themselves under any obligation to people or organisations that might
try inappropriately to influence them in their work. They should not act or take decisions in order to gain financial
or other material benefits for themselves, their family, or their friends. They must declare and resolve any interests
and relationships.

OBJECTIVITY
Holders of public office must act and take decisions impartially, fairly and on merit, using the best evidence and
without discrimination or bias.

ACCOUNTABILITY
Holders of public office are accountable to the public for their decisions and actions and must submit themselves to
the scrutiny necessary to ensure this.

OPENNESS
Holders of public office should act and take decisions in an open and transparent manner. Information should not
be withheld from the public unless there are clear and lawful reasons for so doing.

HONESTY
Holders of public office should be truthful.

LEADERSHIP
Holders of public office should exhibit these principles in their own behaviour. They should actively promote and
robustly support the Principles and be willing to challenge poor behaviour wherever it occurs.
The Seven Principles were established in the Committee’s First Report in 1995; the accompanying descriptors were revised following a review in the Fourteenth
Report, published in January 2013.
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Foreword
I am pleased to present the Committee on Standards in Public Life’s Annual Report 2019-2020, my
second as Chair of the Committee.
In last year’s report, we looked forward to our 25th anniversary of the Committee in October 2019. In
the autumn of that year, we produced videos explaining the role of the Committee and what the
Principles mean in practice; we planned and held workshops with secondary school students; and held
an open ‘In Conversation with the Chair’ event at the Institute for Government early in 2020. All those
events provoked fascinating discussion and debate about the role of the Committee and the continuing
relevance of the Nolan Principles which will help shape our future work.
What we could not have foreseen a year ago was a pandemic that is rapidly transforming the world. This
global crisis is testing government, public services, businesses and families, forcing huge and rapid shifts
in national priorities and in society itself. Government has had to ask a lot of the public and of public
servants, and we have all had to accept unprecedented limits and restrictions on our way of life.
In a crisis of this scale, people need to trust the government and see that it is acting in their best interests.
Government must make difficult judgements and complex decisions to steer the country. Inevitably not
all of those decisions will prove right. Being honest with the public, and as open as possible, will be
important to maintaining the public’s consent and compliance – and their trust in the longer term. The
long-standing Nolan Principles set the standards for all those serving the public – from Ministers to front
line workers.
At times like these it is understandable that normal processes may be curtailed in order to respond to
critical events. Nevertheless, as we move towards a new normal, effective scrutiny and challenge will
be vital in order to ensure that standards are embedded in the new structures and processes that
emerge.
The Committee’s AI report examined how to maintain high standards in the face of new and fast-moving
technology, and has some clear parallels for dealing with the risks to accountability, objectivity and
openness posed by dealing with COVID-19.
The Committee on Standards in Public Life will maintain an active watching brief over the coming year
on the impact of COVID-19 on standards in local and national government, and intends to contribute to
reviews and inquiries on these issues. We have also announced a new review into electoral regulation,
an issue that is important to the integrity of elections and public confidence in our democracy.
The highlight of this year for me was the workshops we held with young people asking for their views
on the Principles. The students were, without exception, bright, engaged and committed to the highest
standards in public life. They understood the challenges and the complexities, but recognised the
overriding importance of ‘doing the right thing’.
The Committee’s vision then remains to reinforce clear expectations across public life of high standards
of conduct. Now, more than ever, it is a time to make the Principles heard.
Lord (Jonathan) Evans of Weardale KCB DL
Chair
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Our reports
February 2020 AI and Public Standards
January 2019 Local Government Ethical Standards
July 2018 MPs’ Outside Interests
May 2018 The Continuing Importance of Ethical Standards for Public Service Providers
December 2017 Intimidation in Public Life
September 2016 Striking the Balance: Upholding the 7 Principles in Regulation
June 2015 Tone from the Top – Leadership, Ethics and Accountability in Policing

July 2014 Ethics in Practice: Promoting Ethical Standards in Public Life
June 2014 Ethical Standards for Providers of Public
Services
November 2013 Strengthening Transparency around Lobbying
January 2013 Standards Matter – a Review of Best Practice in Promoting Good Behaviour in Public Life
November 2011 Political Party Finance: Ending the Big Donor Culture
November 2009 MPs’ Expenses and Allowances: Supporting Parliament, Safeguarding the Taxpayer
January 2007 Review of the Electoral Commission
January 2005 Getting the Balance Right: Implementing Standards of Conduct in Public Life
April 2003 Defining the Boundaries of the Executive, Ministers, Special Advisers and the Permanent Civil Service
November 2002 Standards of Conduct in the House of Commons
November 2000 Standards of Conduct in the House of Lords
January 2000 Reinforcing Standards -Summary
October 1998 The Funding of Political Parties in the UK
November 1997 Review of Standards of Conduct in NDPBs, NHS Trusts and Local Public Spending
Bodies
July 1997 Standards of Conduct of Local Government in England, Scotland and Wales
May 1996 Local Public Spending Bodies
May 1995 MPs, Ministers
26 and Civil Servants, Executive Quangos

July 2019/June 2020
Key areas of focus for the Committee
The Committee’s 25th Anniversary
1994 - 2019

AI and Public Standards
AI report published February 2020
Interviews
Meetings
Roundtables
Focus groups
Conferences
Written submissions
Desk research
Speeches

Produced 8 films about the Principles of Public
Life and the work of the Committee
Held workshops for 6th form students to discuss
the Principles
Produced map of the standards landscape
Held ‘In Conversation with the Chair’ event

Intimidation in Public Life
Follow up work with political parties and The Jo Cox Foundation on a joint statement of behaviour
Attending external meetings, interviews, blogs, articles

Local Government Ethical Standards
Follow up work. Liaising with government, the Local Government Association, speaking at sector
conferences – Centre for Public Scrutiny Conference, December 2019 and the LGA civility in public life
programme launch, December 2019.

Parliament: Bullying and Harassment
Close watching brief, reviewing Parliamentary authorities’ responses
Meetings with parliamentary authorities
Blogs and articles

Contributed to external consultations, speeches, participation in external
meetings, induction events, articles, blogs, presentations to international
delegations.
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Committee membership: June 2019 -July 2020
Terms of appointment

Dame Shirley Pearce DBE
(31 Mar 2018 – 30 Mar 2023)

Dr Jane Martin CBE
(1 Jan 2017 – 31 Dec 2021)

Jane Ramsey
(1 Sep 2016 – 31 Aug 2021)

Monisha Shah
(1 Dec 2015 – 30 Nov 2020)

Simon Hart MP (Conservative)
(24 Jul 2017 – 28 Jul 2019)

Rt Hon Lord Stunell OBE
(Liberal Democrat)
(Reappointed, 1 Dec 2019 – 30
Nov 2022)

Rt Hon Dame Margaret Beckett DBE MP
(Labour) (Reappointed 31 Oct 2019 – 30
October 2022)

Rt Hon Jeremy Wright QC MP
(21 Nov 2019 – 20 Nov 2022)

Independent Chair and 4 independent members, appointed under the
governance code for public appointments, for 5 years, non-renewable
appointments.
3 political representatives, appointed for 3 years, renewable
appointments.
All appointments made by the Prime Minister.
Chair, Lord Evans of Weardale KCB DL
(1 Nov 2018 – 31 Oct 2023)
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Introduction
The Committee was established in 1994 with a clear purpose: to examine areas of concern about
the standards of conduct of public office holders, to advise the Prime Minister accordingly, and
to promote the highest standards of conduct across public life.
The maintenance of high standards in public life is important for the good functioning of society as a
whole, it helps maintain public trust in institutions, and is important for democracy. High standards
of conduct underpin public confidence in every aspect of public life, from the delivery of health and
social care services to education, policing and legislation.
The Committee seeks to identify areas of concern in conduct and behaviours and undertakes
impartial, balanced and comprehensive reviews with recommendations based on robust evidence.
Our independence of both Government and Parliament is key. We make informed contributions to
public debates about ethical standards, including submissions to public consultations; and we
proactively identify and respond to emerging ethical risks, and engage with a wide-range of partners
on the ethical standards agenda.
The Committee plays a key role in examining
areas of concern and maintaining a watching
brief on standards in public life. We are not a
regulator so we have no statutory powers and
no remit to investigate individual cases. Instead
we use a variety of means to do our work, to
gather evidence, to influence, and to make sure
our voice is heard.
It is a broad field so we are committed to
working with others to ensure this vision of high
ethical standards is met and that the Principles
of Public Life are understood and embedded
across public life. We have been pleased to hear directly from those also playing important roles in
this landscape.
Our effectiveness depends on our ability to build powerful arguments using research and evidence
which convinces others to take forward our recommendations for change.
In this report, we describe how we have carried out these activities in areas that have been our
priorities in the period July 2019 – June 2020.
Factual information about the Committee’s remit, membership, data protection, financial
information, reports published, speeches and meetings, and our Research Advisory Board can be
found in Annexes A-G and on our website.

We are fully committed to openness in our activities. We will ensure that we communicate
our work effectively, to make it visible to everyone with an interest in ethical standards.
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Review of activities: July 2019 – June 2020
AI and Public Standards
“Demonstrating high standards will
help realise the huge potential
benefits of AI in public service
delivery. However, it is clear that the
public need greater reassurance
about the use of AI in the public
sector.”
Lord Evans, 10 February 2020

The main focus of our work during 2019 was a major review into artificial intelligence and public
standards. This was a new area of research for the CSPL, but highly relevant as technologically assisted
decision-making is adopted more widely across the public sector. The report examined the future of
public service delivery and sought to identify any challenges or opportunities for public standards as
advanced data-driven technology is introduced to the public sector.
We collected a wide range of evidence, meeting individually with experts in the field from government,
academia, and the public and private sectors, holding roundtables and attending external conferences
and workshops. We held focus groups with the public and commissioned public polling on attitudes to
AI. The Committee is indebted to all those who willingly gave up their time to contribute to our
review.

AI roundtables held at 1 Horse
Guards Road, 23 May 2019; Imperial
College, 29 May 2019; and Admiralty
House, London, 5 June 2019.

The report found that three of the Seven Principles of Public Life were of particular relevance to AI:
openness, accountability and objectivity. The Committee recognised the huge opportunities offered by
AI but determined that the government is currently failing on openness regarding its use of this new
technology, and that risks needed to be mitigated to uphold accountability and openness.
The report made a number of recommendations to government, regulators, and public bodies on the
regulation and governance of AI in the public sector. Notably, the Committee found that all regulators
will need to adapt to a new data-driven world, and that a central body will need to assist in this
transformative process.
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The Committee endorsed the government’s plan for the CDEI to be put on a statutory footing to
oversee the regulatory landscape and to advise the government on the issues associated with AI. We
also recommended that new guidance be developed on the Equality Act, to ensure that our antidiscrimination law is fit for purpose in the 21st century.
We are very grateful to the Francis Crick Institute which kindly hosted the launch of our report on 10
February 2020. We are also grateful to all those that contributed so generously with their time and
expertise, throughout the course of the review, in particular Professor Nick Jennings CB, FREng, ViceProvost for Research and Enterprise and Professor of Artificial Intelligence at Imperial College London
who chaired and hosted one of our roundtables and also chaired the launch of the report.
“The report ought to be seen as the beginning of a conversation, rather than the end.”
Lord Evans, Public Technology.net

The report was well received and we are pleased that government and regulators are moving forward
with our recommendations and look forward to the government’s formal response.
Committee members have been invited to speak at conferences and AI policy roundtables in late 2020
(to be confirmed due to COVID-19).

“Although it’s aimed primarily at government, regulators and public bodies,
it’s a superb resource for anyone thinking about AI governance”
CogX
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Local Government Ethical Standards – follow up
The Committee continued to follow up its report into local government ethical standards, published in
January 2019. The Committee has had a long-standing interest in local government - the Committee’s
third report, in 1997, was on local government - and many of the institutional changes that have taken
place in local government standards in the last two decades have been in response to the Committee’s
recommendations.

“The starting place is the maintenance of high
standards and this is primarily about personal
responsibility. All organisations make mistakes
and things go wrong from time to time. What is
important is people taking responsibility, setting
clear expectations around standards of conduct
and maintaining a vigilant, ethical culture to
support that.”
Dr Jane Martin, 3 December 2019.

The review, published on 30 January 2019, considered the structures, processes, and practices for local
government standards in England, including codes of conduct, sanctions, investigatory processes, the
roles of Monitoring Officers, Clerks, and Independent Persons, and an ethical culture in local
government.
The report was well received in the sector. Since publication, we have followed up by liaising with
leadership organisations in the sector, the Local Government Ombudsman (LGO) and the Ministry of
Housing, Communities and Local Government (MHCLG).
Dr Jane Martin, our independent member who led the report, was invited to speak at the Centre
for Public Scrutiny’s Local Government Scrutiny Conference on 3 December 2019.
We are delighted that the Local Government Association (LGA) has launched its consultation on a
Model Member Code of Conduct (June 2020). A (non-mandatory) code of conduct was a key
recommendation of our report. Dr Martin was the opening speaker at the launch of the LGA’s civility
in public life programme in December 2019. The three broad aims of this programme were to address
a new model code of conduct for councillors; the toxicity of public debate; and the intimidation of
people in public life.
We still await, however, the government’s response to our report.
We stated in the report, that we would review local councils’ take up of our best practice
recommendations in 2020. We still intend to follow up those best practice recommendations in 2020,
but in view of the urgent pressures local councils are facing, we will hold off doing so until later in the
year when circumstances allow.
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Intimidation in Public Life – follow up
We have continued actively to follow up our December
2017 report, Intimidation in Public Life - a review the
Committee undertook at the request of the Prime
Minister in July 2017.
The report examined the shocking intimidation
experienced by candidates at the 2017 General Election,
and significantly highlighted the wider effect intimidation
has on public life. The problem has not gone away and
intimidation remains a real danger to our democracy.
In that report, we made 33 recommendations to:
 government
 social media companies
 political parties
 press organisations
 MPs
 candidates
 other public office-holders.
The government responded formally to the report in March 2018 committing to action on most of the
recommendations made to it. The government published a further response on 7 March 2019 giving
an update on action taken in response to the report. We welcomed the government’s ‘Protecting the
Debate’ – the Government’s response to their consultation on proposals aimed at protecting the
electoral system against intimidation and undue influence of candidates, campaigners and voters.
Since the publication of the report, we have been actively following up responses to our
recommendations. This reporting year we have received further correspondence from social media
companies. The Committee has attended meetings with the Parliamentary authorities to discuss the
security offer to MPs and the Chair has written a blog post and given media interviews on the impact
of intimidation on our democracy. In September the Chair wrote an open letter to all public office
holders on the tone of public debate and the importance of upholding public standards. In October the
Chair and Committee member, Jane Ramsey, gave oral evidence to the Home Affairs Select Committee
(HASC) inquiry into Hate Crime and its Violent Consequences.
The Committee continued its partnership with The Jo Cox Foundation. We have been working with
The Foundation to agree with political parties a consensus on the behaviour that party members
should aspire to and the conduct that parties agree is not acceptable. This follows the Committee’s
meetings with the political parties with seats in Westminster in November 2018 and March 2019.
During the December 2019 General Election campaign, the CSPL and The JCF jointly published a 3point pledge calling on all candidates to pledge to:




set an appropriate tone when campaigning
lead by example to foster democratic debate
promote and defend the dignity of others, including opponents.

The general election pledge had significant pick-up on social media and it was endorsed by candidates
from across the parties.
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Parliament: Bullying and Harassment
The Committee believes that all those who work in and around Parliament – or support
Parliamentarians in their constituency offices – deserve to be treated with courtesy and respect
both by their colleagues and by MPs and Peers.

During this reporting year, the Committee has continued to take a close and serious interest in the
response of the Parliamentary authorities to the independent assessments of what must be done to
address bullying and harassment in both Houses of Parliament.
The reports by Dame Laura Cox, Gemma White QC and Naomi Ellenbogen QC had revealed systemic
cultural issues and troubling accounts of bullying and harassment experienced by staff, from other
staff and Members, echoing the accounts first reported by the media in autumn 2017.
While progress has been slow, which to some extent reflects the complexity of the range of employer
relationships in Parliament and the very specific nature of Parliament as a workplace, there have been
significant developments this year.
The Committee welcomed the move to open up The Independent Complaints and Grievance Scheme
to those who either have complaints pre-dating June 2017 or are no longer employed in the
parliamentary community. It was also encouraged by the consultation on the implementation of a fully
independent process for determining complaints of bullying, harassment or sexual harassment in the
Commons. The Committee was pleased to see the announcement by the House of Commons
Commission on 27 April 2020 that it had approved plans to establish a new Independent Expert Panel
to ensure that complaints relating to bullying and harassment in the Commons are determined entirely
independent of MPs. We will watch with interest to see if the House approves this recommendation.
In the Lords, a new Conduct Committee has been appointed, with four lay members (for the first time)
with full voting rights working alongside five Lords members to hear appeals and oversee the Code of
Conduct. The Committee welcomed developments in the Lords early in 2020, particularly regarding
Valuing Everyone Training and the Conduct Committee’s decision to amend the code of conduct to
empower the Lords Commissioner for Standards to restrict access to relevant services of the House by
a member while under investigation for bullying, harassment or sexual misconduct.
Alongside institutional reform, cultural change is crucial to embedding the values that should be
expected in any public sector workplace. The progress made here so far has been positive. However,
long lasting cultural change takes time and the Committee will continue to actively monitor progress.
The Committee has continued to hold meetings with senior people in Parliament responsible for
delivering change and providing visible leadership in building a culture of respect and value across both
Houses.
In November 2019, the Committee published a blog post which called on the new Speaker to make
addressing bullying and harassment a priority. In February 2020, the Committee contributed to the
consultation on the implementation of a fully independent complaints process.
The published minutes of Committee meetings have recorded the active watching brief the Committee
maintains in this area.
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25th anniversary of the Committee, 1994 - 2019

On 25 October 1994, the Rt Hon Sir John Major announced the setting up of the Committee on
Standards in Public Life; Lord Nolan’s first report was published in May 1995.
That report and the Committee’s subsequent reviews have led to fundamental change across
standards in public life over the past 25 years. The Committee is not complacent though. Building and
maintaining an ethical culture requires constant attention.
We continue to monitor standards and publish reviews of areas already of concern, such as
Intimidation in Public Life; we undertake health checks of current areas, such as Local Government
Ethical Standards; or we can look ahead at how standards may be affected in new ways, such as AI and
Public Standards.
During the period of this report, we have marked our anniversary in four ways:
1. We held two workshops with sixth form students to talk about the Principles
2. We produced videos explaining the Principles and the role of the Committee in Standards in
Public Life
3. We held an ‘In Conversation with the Chair’ event at the Institute for Government
4. We commissioned Rebecca Dobson Phillips, Doctoral Researcher and Tutor at the Centre for
the Study of Corruption, University of Sussex to map the UK’s complex standards landscape.

Sixth form workshops
We held two workshops with students on 12 November 2019 in Westminster Hall. We are grateful to
the Commonwealth Parliamentary Association and the Inter-Parliamentary Union for hosting these
workshops.
The students were aged 16-18 and from schools across the
UK – Oxfordshire, Northern Ireland, Yorkshire, Somerset,
Newcastle, Enfield and Ealing. We wanted to re-test the
Principles of Public Life with young people 25 years on from
the Principles’ first articulation. We wanted to see what
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young people make of the principles and whether
they think they are the standards to which we
should be holding those who serve in public office
to account.
It was a valuable and productive day and we are
very grateful to the students for helping us so
generously with this work. The students were
without exception thoughtful, committed and
fully engaged with the subject and it was a delight
to work with them and hear their views directly.
The students understood and supported the
Principles, whilst sometimes approaching them
from different perspectives and bringing in other
concepts.
Accountability, Leadership and Selflessness were
consistently seen as important.
There was some debate around ‘fairness’ and
‘respect’, whether these ideas needed to be
explicitly referenced in the Principles of Public Life.
The students did not feel that ‘fairness’ needed to
be added explicitly, as they believed but that this
concept was sufficiently covered within the
current Seven Principles.
A combination of Openness and Honesty was thought strong enough to ensure that those in public life
such as police officers and teachers who interacted with potentially vulnerable individuals, were
respectful.
Students also debated Leadership – they thought that competence and expertise were key parts of this
principle.

The report of the workshops can be found on our website.
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Videos explaining the Principles and the Committee’s role
We produced some short videos with our Committee members explaining what the Principles mean in
practice and the Committee’s role. We shared them with government departments and our stakeholders
and hope they will be useful as a starting point for staff discussion and for induction and training for
organisations and individuals across the public sector, as well as for companies and charities delivering
services to the public.

Accountability

Selflessness

Integrity

Objectivity
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Openness

Honesty

Leadership

In Conversation with the Chair
On 25 February 2020, the Institute for Government (IfG) very kindly hosted a discussion - ‘In
Conversation with the Chair’. We are indebted to the Deputy Director of the IfG, Dr Hannah White for
chairing this public event.
We welcomed current members of the Committee, past members and Chairs of the Committee, key
players in the standards world as well as members of the public interested in our work, to discuss the
role of the Committee then and now. It was an excellent opportunity to reflect on the Committee’s work
over the past 25 years and to look ahead to its future.

Mapping of the standards landscape
We commissioned Rebecca Dobson Phillips, Doctoral Researcher and Tutor at the Centre for the Study
of Corruption at the University of Sussex to map the UK’s complex standards landscape. Rebecca’s
excellent narrative sets out clearly the role, functions, status, powers and history of each individual body
responsible for the upholding of standards across public life in England. Her report can be found on our
website.
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Annexes
Annex A – About the Committee
Annex B – Membership of the Committee
Annex C – Data Protection
Annex D – Reports Published
Annex E – The Research Advisory Board
Annex F – Speeches, presentations, visitors, consultations
In the period July 2019 - February 20201, the Chair, independent members and members of the
Secretariat have spoken at a number of events on standards issues, promoting the work of the
Committee and the importance of the Seven Principles of Public Life, including:












10 July 2019: Dr Jane Martin spoke at a Standards Conference for Monitoring Officers (local
government).
31 August 2019: Lord Evans spoke at a panel on intimidation in public life at the Big Tent
Festival of Ideas.
18 September 2019: CSPL Secretariat attended the Centre for Information Policy Leadership’s
roundtable on the ICO’s AI auditing framework.
18 September 2019: CSPL Secretariat attended the Ipsos MORI launch of ‘Trust: The Truth’.
5 November 2019: Lord Evans gave the keynote address at the launch of the Centre for
Leadership, Ethics and Professional Practice at Bath Spa University.
12 November 2019: CSPL held 2 workshops on the Principles of Public Life with sixth form
students.
3 December 2019: Dr Jane Martin spoke at the Centre for Public Scrutiny conference.
11 December 2019: Lord Evans was guest speaker at an event organised by Democracy
Volunteers.
16 December 2019: Dr Jane Martin spoke at the Local Government Association launch of its
Civility in Public Life programme.
17 December 2019: Lord Evans spoke at induction event for new MPs about how the Seven
Principles of Public Life should guide how MPs conduct themselves.
6 February 2020: Lord Evans received a political finance study group delegation from Albania.
This was organised by the British Embassy in Tirana and the National Democratic Institute.
Delegates included members of the Albanian parliamentary committee on electoral reform,
representatives of political parties, civil society activists and investigative journalists.

The Committee has also promoted the Seven Principles of Public Life through responses to
consultations, including:




1

January 2020 - IPSA Consultation on changes to the Scheme of MPs’ Business Costs and
Expenses for 2020-21
February 2020 - Implementation of a fully independent process for determining complaints of
bullying, harassment or sexual harassment
May 2020 – Procedure Select Committee Inquiry into evaluating the temporary changes to the
Commons procedure (in light of COVID-19).

From March 2020, the Committee worked remotely due to COVID-19 and in accordance with government guidelines.
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Professor Cees Van der Eijk and Dr Jonathan Rose presented their research on perceived fairness of
the EU Referendum to the July 2019 Committee meeting.
Rebecca Dobson Phillips, Centre for the Study of Corruption and the Politics Department at the
University of Sussex, joined the November 2019 Committee meeting to discuss her commissioned
paper on mapping the standards landscape.
Philippa Foster Back, former Director of the Institute of Business Ethics, joined the January 2020
Committee meeting. The Committee was very interested to hear about the Institute’s work and to
discuss common areas of interest.
Julie Harding, Independent Director of Cultural Transformation, House of Commons also spoke to
the Committee in January 2020, following her visit to the Committee in April 2019 to update
members on Parliament’s response to Dame Laura Cox’s recommendations to deliver cultural
change in Parliament.

Annex G – Financial Information
Independent members of the Committee on Standards in Public Life may claim £240 for each day
they work on Committee business and for expenses necessarily incurred. The Chair is paid a
remuneration of £36k per annum with the expectation that he commits an average of 5-6 days a
month although this can increase significantly during periods of Committee reviews.
The 3 political members of the Committee do not receive any fees or expenses.
As an advisory non-departmental public body, the Committee on Standards in Public Life receives a
delegated budget from the Cabinet Office. Day-to-day responsibility for financial controls and
budgetary mechanisms are delegated to the Secretary of the Committee. Creation of new posts
are subject to the Cabinet Office Approvals process.
Members of the Secretariat are permanent civil servants employed by the Cabinet Office. There
are 5 full-time members of the Secretariat. The Committee is assisted by a contracted Press Officer.
For the financial year 2019/20, the Committee’s budget was £348,424 with a final outturn of
£470,864. There was a £2k variation in the non-pay budget. The variation in the pay budget was
due to higher salaries paid than budgeted for, and for maternity cover and pay.
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